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Measuments installation:

Length 6 meter
Wide 6 meter
Height 4 meter
Weight 750 Kg empty, maximal loaded 1500 Kg.

Tech: de Mini Relaxerette is a merry-go-round, powered by a person on a bike and can 
accommodate 1 person per hammock / in 6 hammocks 
The space in the middle of the construction is used as a small stage.
The visitors listen to music or story telling on a wireless headphone.

Crew: Our travel party consists of 2 people.
We bring a well qualified production team to setup and run the show
We prefer 1 volunteer to escort the audience in/out installation

Venue: The installation is surrounded by a small rope fence
We prepare the visitors in front of the installation (on couches)
The headphone will be presented when the audience enters the hammock

Floor plan:

The object is self stabilizing and standing on 6 floor plates (brought by company)
when placed indoors we prefer a green carpet 10 *10 meter (square or round cut).
The total floor plan is 10 *10 meters (circle, see attachment 1)



Get in:

Get-in time is about 2 hours (depending on the situation)
The construction is transported and build on a small trailer (2,20 * 3,5 meter). 
It uses its own wheels to drive to the right position for setup.
The trailer fits a loading dock (2,5 meter) we can remove the arms of the installation to fit the height. 

Power:

1 * 230 Volt schuko for audio devices (free audio group preferred)

Transport:

transport within 1000 km: Van length 6m height 2,70m wide 2m
Trailer length 4 m height 3,60m wide 2,20m

International transport: 20ft standard shipping container

Technical:

Object:
The object is tested and approved as funfair machine by TUV Nord (EU standard)
All documents concerning safety and building regulations can be send if needed
please take a close look at local regulations outside Europe 
about moving installations / machines!
We can provide all technical documentation to get the right permits.

Audio:
The audience uses a wireless headphone during the performance
and listen to different stories/music.
Our own laptop, interface and transmitters are in a flight case beside/inside 
de Mini Relaxerette.

transmitter frequencies: 1 863.100
2 864.400
3 865.250

Light:
We bring 8 LED oudoor fixtures to light the object 
Additive the object can be lit by the organizer 



Weather conditions:

When the object is used outside it's depending on the weather conditions
The object and hammocks are waterproof. We stop the show when it's starting to rain.
When the wind is more than 5 Bft (10m/sec.) we stop the show and remove the hammocks
We provide blankets and sheep blankets to comfort the visitors when it's cold outside ;)

Out of use:

When de Mini Relaxerette is not being used we remove al loose objects and secure it 
The middle axle is on a break and all arms can be fold upright 
However the object is surrounded by fence it's necessary to have night security for the object in 
public space, or move the object to a safe and secured spot.

Show:

1 show takes about 15 minutes an can accommodate 6 persons in the 6 hammocks.
An artist stands in the stage in the middle of the installation or a story is played on the headphones.
The crew or a person in the audience sets the installation in motion 
when the show starts by cycling on the bike.
Slowly sets the hammocks in movement and the audience relaxes away.

set duration: 10 minutes
changeover audience: 5 minutes

When a set is started the crew invites 6 new visitors to join the Mini Relaxerette area and  
are instructed how to use the headphones and hammock.

Capacity:

The installation can run 3 blocks of 2 hours with a minimum break of 30 minutes
in between, with a max of 6 hours a day. 

It can accommodate 24 visitors per hour.



Attachment 1:
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de Relaxerette outdoor:



Transport Europe:

The installation is transported and set up on a trailer.


